PET Image Sequence Order  
(Biograph mCT VG30 & VG40)

Description: In order to achieve all PET images being displayed in the same direction (craniocaudal or caudocranial), the PET scan direction and patient position must be set up correctly.

Static PET Images, Single Bed:  
Follows Patient Position.

1. Head First Supine - Craniocaudal  
2. Feet First Supine - Caudocranial

Static PET Images, Multiple Beds:  
Follows PET Scan Direction in the Exam tab.
Dynamic PET Images, Single Frame, Single Bed:
Follows Patient Position.

1. **Head First Supine** - Craniocaudal
2. **Feet First Supine** - Caudocranial

Dynamic PET Images, Single Frame, Multiple Beds:
Follows PET Scan Direction in the Exam tab.

Dynamic PET Images, Multiple Frames, Single Beds:
Follows PET Scan Direction in the Exam tab.

Dynamic PET Images, Multiple Frames, Multiple Beds:
Follows PET Scan Direction in the Exam tab.